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ABSTRACT
C# is the most widely used programming language among XR devel-
opers. However, only a limited number of graph-based data acquisi-
tion tools exist for C# software. XR development commonly relies
on reusing existing software components to accelerate development.
Graph-based visualization tools can facilitate this comprehension
process, e.g., by providing an overview of relationships between
components. This work describes a new tool called Src2Neo that
generates labeled property graphs of C#-based software projects.
The stored graph follows a simple C# naming scheme and — con-
trary to other solutions — maps each software entity to exactly one
node. The resulting graph facilitates the comprehension process by
providing an easy to read representation of software components.
Additionally, the generated graphs can act as a data basis for more
advanced software visualizations without the need for complex
data requests.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing → Visualization; • Computer
systems organization→ Real-time system architecture; • Infor-
mation systems → Information retrieval.
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1 INTRODUCTION
In the area of XR development and research, the large amount of
technical software requirements — like low latencies [6], high frame
rates [23], and hardware compatibilities — have led to a widespread
adoption of 3D game engines. While these game engines, such as
Godot, CryEngine, or Unity, provide a wide range of pre-existing
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features and systems, they also commonly provide native support
for the programming language C#. As this makes C# the most
widely used programming language among XR developers [19],
even game engines without C# capabilities, like Unreal Engine,
allow C# scripting through various community plugins [5, 11].

By not using a proprietary scripting language, C# game engines
enable developers to reuse source code of existing C#-based soft-
ware projects. This can reduce development overhead and allows
for rapid prototyping. In some cases, like Godot, actually the whole
C# source code of the game engine is open source [7]. This gives
developers, researchers, and students the ability to modify all fea-
tures and systems provided by the game engine. However, before
developers can modify or reuse existing source code, they must first
build a basic understanding of the overall software system and its
components. Due to the abstract and complex nature of source code,
this comprehension can quickly evolve into a mentally demanding
and time-consuming activity. This is especially the case for larger
software projects, where even professional developers invest more
than 50% of their working time on software comprehension instead
of writing or modifying source code [22].

To facilitate this comprehension process, we generate labeled
property graphs of C#-based software projects. More specific, we
present our work-in-progress tool Src2Neo that converts a srcML
file to a graph stored in a Neo4j database. This work describes
the structure of Src2Neo in detail and presents a simple graph
database model for C# software structure. Finally, we discuss how
our approach can facilitate software comprehension and can result
in more advanced software visualizations.

2 RELATEDWORK
As graphs are a fundamental data representation of software struc-
tures, graph-based visualization techniques are the most popular
type of software visualization [18]. Typically, graphs consist of
nodes and edges. In the context of software structures, nodes gener-
ally represent software elements, like namespaces or classes. Edges
typically represent relationships between software elements, like a
namespace CONTAINS a class or a method CALLS another method.
Labeled property graphs are a certain type of graph that are used
to model real-world entities and their relationships to nodes and
edges [1, 16]. Here, all nodes and edges of a specific type have a
shared label. For example, all nodes that represent a namespace
receive a Namespace label. Additionally, nodes and edges can store
additional data in form of properties. That way, a Class node could,
e.g., contain information about its lines of code or code complexity.

As labeled property graphs can model many aspects of a soft-
ware system, they are often proposed as a unified data source for
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Figure 1: Section from a srcML file built from a C#-based mesh generator library [10].

software analysis and visualization [14, 17, 20]. However, data ac-
quisition can be difficult based on the programming language. Due
to differences between languages, data acquisition tools are gener-
ally designed for one programming language only. Hence, different
acquisition toolings exist for, e.g., C++ [3, 13] or Java [14]. Besides
the "C# Plugin" [2] for the open-source software analysis tool jQAs-
sistant [14], there are — to the best of our knowledge — currently
no tools capable of mapping C#-based software projects to a labeled
property graph.

Generating a labeled property graph requires a predefined meta
model of the graph database. The C# Plugin for jQAssistant already
introduced a meta model for C#-based software systems [2]. How-
ever, we chose against using this model as it is designed for software
analysis tasks. Hence, resulting graphs are very complex and in-
clude many meta nodes, like Member or File. Additionally, there
are no direct edges between, e.g., class and namespace nodes or
method and class nodes. Hence, visualization tools require complex
data queries to gain basic insights.

3 LABELED PROPERTY GRAPHS
For our graph database meta model, we chose a simple design solely
based on the C# software structure (see Figure 2). It only includes
the node labels Namespace, Class, Interface, Enum, Method, and
Field. The model also includes the edge labels CONTAINS, IMPORTS,
IMPLEMENTS, INHERITS_FROM, and CALLS. Additionally, nodes
contain properties, like "Name", "File Path", and "Lines of Code".
However, additional properties can easy be added to nodes.

3.1 Src2Neo
We use XML files generated with the open source tool srcML [4].
Among other languages, srcML parses C# source code to a XML file.
This file contains all original information, including file structure,
white spaces and comments. Inside the XML file, all syntax elements
receive individual XML-tags (see Figure 1). For example, a <unit>
tag represents a file and <namespace>, <class>, and <function> tags
represent their C# counterparts. As all software components can
easily be addressed, srcML is commonly used in software metrics
extraction [15].

Our tool Src2Neo then converts a given srcML-generated XML
file to a labeled property graph. First, it identifies all software com-
ponents (i.e., namespaces, classes, interfaces, enums, methods, and
fields). To navigate inside the XML file and to find specific XML

Figure 2: Meta model of the Src2Neo graph database.

nodes, we use XPath expressions. For example, we use the ex-
pression "./def:class" to find all class nodes inside the XML file
or "./def:namespace" to get all namespaces. For each identified soft-
ware component, we extract their software metrics.

After identifying all individual software components, we look
for relationships between them. For example, to identify Names-
pace CONTAINS Class relationships, we use the XPath expression
"./../../../def:namespace" on each class node in the XML. If a parent
namespace is found, we store the relationship. Other examples are
the Class IMPORTS Namespace relationships, where we look for the
<using> tag with the XPath expression "./../def:using" on each class,
or the Method CALLS Method relationship, where we look for the
<call> tag inside a method and resolve the called name.

Finally, we write the data to a Neo4j graph database (see Figure 3).
During the writing process, we go through all identified software
components and store each component as an individual graph node.
Then we add all software component relationships to the graph.
All data is added via Cypher queries which are sent to the Neo4j
server using the .Net Neo4j driver [8].

4 DISCUSSION
The generated nodes are a 1:1 representation of a C#-based soft-
ware project. They do not include any meta nodes that require
complicated data queries that can slow down the comprehension
process. Hence, developers, researchers, and student can explore
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Figure 3: Different views of a generated labeled property graph visualized with the Neo4j Browser. Namespace nodes are blue,
class nodes are orange, interface nodes are light-brown, enum nodes are green, method nodes are red, and field nodes are pink.

the software components without the need for specialized graph
visualization tools. However, the relationship placement can be
more challenging. To reduce complexity, our database meta model
does not include all possible relationships. For example, we only use
the IMPORTS relationship between classes and namespaces (as it is
the case in the source code). But in some use cases, a representation
with IMPORTS relationships between namespaces might be the
more suitable solution. Hence, our graphs will not replace advanced
software visualization tools with custom data queries.

Advanced software visualization tools could, however, benefit
from using our generated graphs as a data source. On one hand,
the easy graph layout could facilitate rapid software visualization
prototyping (especially for unskilled software developers). On the
other hand, metaphor-based software visualization tools, like Island-
Viz [12] or Code City [21], could map their metaphors to specific
nodes and edges inside the graph database. This could reduce the
complexity of such big open-source software visualization tools
and make them more accessible.

5 FUTURE WORK
We plan to extend our meta model with more relationships, e.g.,
a TYPE_OF relationship between a field and a class. At the same
time, we want users to be able to choose the level of detail of
the generated graph. For example, users might want to combine
methods and fields into a single Class Member node or do not want
to include certain relationships, likeMethod CALLS Method, to keep
the graph database more simple.

We are currently identifying possible user requirements follow-
ing an user-centered design process. After this design process is
finished, we plan to evaluate and quantify the benefits of Src2Neo
and its generated labeled property graphs.

We also plan to supportmore C# components, like structs, records,
generic classes, partial classes, or anonymous types. Additionally,
we are thinking about adding specific support for C#-based game

engine projects, like Godot or Unity projects, including meta files
and resource files. Finally, as srcML is already capable of tagging
C++ and Java projects, we want to add support for these program-
ming languages in the future, too. Src2Neo is currently developed
in C# and available on GitHub [9].
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